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Dear Friends, 

Lent begins in February and it can be the coldest of the winter months making it feel 

that Spring is such a long way away and yet we have only to look in our gardens to 

see that amidst the continuing wintry blasts, the snow and the hail storm that new 

growth is beginning and preparing to herald the spring. The days are getting decidedly 

longer; there is more light. But it still feels like winter and of course it is. This time of 

Lent, a time of spiritual renewal gives a flavour of this austere season, a time of 

restraint and introspection a time of personal reckoning a time to acknowledge failure 

and shortcomings; in short - our sins. It's not what we might want to do. The fasting 

that was traditionally associated with Lent was an opportunity to give primacy to the 

spiritual to turn to God and away from the world. Jesus' baptism at the River Jordan, 

the temptations in the wilderness the continuing story leading to the cross and the 

resurrection; all of this challenges and speaks to the spiritual seeker, 'I am the way the 

truth and the life. . '   

 

The struggle in life is arduous, to remain content and steadfast, to remain 

compassionate, to rejoice in the days we have been given and to love God and one's 

neighbour can seem a lot to ask of ourselves and each other. But for those who are 

awakened to the spiritual life and can see 'the way' exemplified in Christ there is no 

other real alternative. It is always darkest before the dawn but winter will give way to 

the joy of spring and the promise of summer. All comes to those that wait, those who 

seek will find. Faith and contentment are the great gifts in life, freely given to each of 

us if only we would trust God, put our hand to the plough and not look back. 

 

Best wishes as always, 

Bob. 

 

 


